
 

Camera: OTS, three shot, master shot          1 sec 

Action: Slow motion front flip of ninja toward 

hero.  

Camera: Mid shot, OTS, dolly back                   1 sec 

Action: Hero points, then punches ninja. 

Camera: OTS,  Camera shake transition, fast pace  

1 sec 

Action: Second half of punch, ninja falls off 

bridge.  

Camera: Mid shot                                        0.5 of sec 

Action: Punches bag, smirk on face, right first 

Camera: Mid shot,                                          1 sec 

Action: Moving weights forward and back 

Camera: Mid shot                            0.5 of sec 

Action: Hero turns towards camera 



 

Camera: Medium close up, slow dolly out.             

1 sec 

Action: Uses work out bands on face. 

Camera: Fast zoom in                                          1 sec 

Action: Hero pushes blocks over slow mo 

Camera: Jump cut of previous shot                  1 sec 

Action: Blocks falling slow mo 

Camera: Two shot, OTS                                    0.5 of 

sec 

Action: Hero leaves platform, ninja runs. 

Camera: Zoom in, two shot                             1 sec 

Action: Ninja jumps off platform in slow mo, hero 

follows. 

Camera: Track with Ninja from left                   1 sec 

Action: Ninja jumps onto platform in slow mo 



 

Camera: Mid shot, dolly out slow              2 secs 

Action: Hero jumps off platform in slow motion 

Camera: Camera pan round hero              1 sec 

Action: Hero surrounded by thugs 

Camera: Same shot, different angle opposite way 

        1 sec 

Action: Hero surrounded by thugs 

Camera: Two shot, OTS                                    1 sec 

Action: Hero punches Ninja 

Camera: Track from right to left slowly                    2 

secs 

Action: Hero kicks all thugs by running round in the 

air. 

Camera: Static                                     0.5 of sec 

Action: Hero jumps up 



 

Camera: Low Angle                            2 secs 

Action: Ninja falls over rail 
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Props: Weights, Boxing bag, work out stretchers, blocks, wrenches and 

weapons, dummy. 

 

 

Costumes: Red hero: red clothes and cape, black mask and gloves. Blue 

hero: Blue clothes, red bandana. Ninja: Black clothes, black balaclava. Black 

hero: Silver cape, black clothes.  Green hero: Green clothes, yellow hat, 

gloves, and socks, diving mask. 

Set:  Rural hallway, old gym, Industrial hallway, Outdoor alleyway  

Name of Music Video: ‘Don’t Stop’ 

Group Names: 5 Seconds of Summer 

Performance or Narrative: Narrative 

Timings: 1:58 – 2:25 

Include as much information as 

possible regarding camera angles, 

movement, framing, editing transitions 

and what your performers need to do. 

A complete, detailed storyboard and 

notes will make your filming efficient, 

effective and accurate. 

 

Remember: the aim of the Swede is to 

focus your production, 

cinematography and post-

production/editing skills. 


